Bi-Weekly BDDS Meeting for Case Managers and Providers
July 1, 2020
Before We Get Started...
How to Use Live Captions

To turn on live captions and subtitles, select **Captions/Subtitles On** in your video controls.

To change the caption language, select **Settings > Captions / Subtitles**, and choose the language you want.
How to Ask a Question

1.) Select Q&A on the right side of the screen
2.) Type your question in the compose box, and then select Send.
3.) Your question will only be visible to the presenters
4.) Questions will be answered as time permits.
How to Sign-In for Today’s Meeting

1.) Look for the Q&A box on the right side of the screen.

2.) Under the Featured list, look for the link to the sign-in sheet.

3.) Select the link, fill-in the form, and click complete.
Welcome and Today’s Agenda

- DDRS Goals for COVID-19 Efforts
- Data Updates
- Updates to COVID-19 Guidance
- Scenario Review
- Review: Day Services Sustainability Grants
- Waiver Renewal Overview
- General Updates / Information
- Next Steps
DDRS Goals for COVID-19 Efforts

Help prevent the spread of COVID-19 and keep people alive

Operationalize flexibilities

Provider network maintained

Empower person-centered decision-making for self-advocates, families, case managers, and providers
COVID-19 Data:
Total Number of BDDS COVID Positive Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIH</th>
<th>FSW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SGL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Cases: 230
Total COVID-Related Deaths: 13
COVID-19 Data:
Age Among Unique COVID Positive Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (Group)</th>
<th>Number of Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80+</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COVID-19 Data:
Positive Individual Cases by County & Funding Type

Positive Individual Cases
by County/Funding Type
Total Cases = 230
Data as of 6/30/2020

[Bar chart showing positive individual cases by county and funding type, with counts for each county.
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Updates and Discussion: Provider Re-opening Plans

• DDRS is asking providers to submit information regarding the re-opening of services via a standard form.

• Please note – this request is applicable to providers who closed or experienced other significant service changes related to COVID-19 as detailed in the Guidance for BDDS Providers on Temporary Policy Changes.
Updates and Discussion: Provider Re-opening Plans

Questions in the Notification of Re-opening of Services form include:

• Provider name, provider contact name, contact phone and email
• Services re-opening
• **Narrative describing how your agency utilized a person-centered approach to re-opening, including an example**
• **Narrative describing any visitor restrictions being implemented during re-opening, how the restrictions were determined, and an example**
• Re-opening date(s)
• Number of impacted individuals in each service on each re-opening date
• Date individuals and families were notified of re-opening plans
• Date in which your agency will re-evaluate the re-opening plan for each service
• Date in which your agency will submit update information regarding re-opening.
Updates and Discussion: Updated Guidance and FAQs

• Yet this week, BDDS will publish Updated Guidance for BDDS Providers on Temporary Policy Changes and an updated FAQ on Temporary Policy Changes

• The Updated Guidance will include updates to:
  – Provider Re-Opening Reporting Guidance
  – Reopening Efforts and Individual Restrictions
  – ICF/IDD Admissions and Related Visits
  – TB Testing Timelines
  – FSW COVID Priority Category/Waitlist Targeting

• The FAQ will include responses to questions received through our webinars for Case Managers and Providers
Meet Jim

• Jim is a 53 year old man who has the FSW and lives on his own. Prior to the pandemic, Jim attended day programing three days a week, utilizing CHIO the other two days. Jim’s budget is fully utilized with day services, CHIO, and case management.

• Jim is very independent and would take Indy Go to his day services site. Jim was recently notified of his day programming re-opening plan, which includes a tiered approach to open in order to minimize risk.
Meet Jim

Tier one of the reopening plan includes a number of precautionary protocols for everyone who enters the building. Some of the tier one protocols include:

- exclusion of individuals who are identified as high risk by CDC criteria
- exclusion of individuals who use public transportation
- mandatory mask wearing
- mandatory temperature checks upon arrival
- abide by social distancing set up
Meet Jim

• While Jim is not considered to be in a high risk category, due to his use of public transportation, he is unable to participate in day programming until they move into tier three. Jim is really concerned as he enjoys his day program and is eager to resume. Jim reaches out to this case manager to discuss his concerns and his feelings of unfairness. His case manager arranges for a team meeting to discuss the obstacles preventing Jim from returning.

• The team think that due to the experience of COVID-19 it would be helpful to revisit his trajectory where Jim and his team outline his vision of a good life and identify experiences to get him there and the obstacles keeping him from achieving it.
Jim’s Trajectory

- Vision for a good life: return to day services, be independent, make his own choices, go bowling with his friends and living by himself
- What he doesn’t want: be told he can’t go back to day program because he uses public transportation, to be secluded from his friends, to be told what to do
- Experiences: transportation options, volunteer options to build employment skills, self-advocacy groups, bowling team
- The provider discusses with Jim and his case manager why the phased in approach is needed at this time and how it may change based on the recommendations from the CDC and ISDH. After identifying Jim’s good life the team utilized the integrated supports star to identify transportation options so that Jim can attend day program right away.
Jim’s Integrated Support Options

- **Strengths/Assets:** Jim is very independent & motivated to get back to his prior schedule. He is very social and has lots of friends at his day program. He utilizes Indy Go to navigate his community.

- **Relationships:** Friends at day program are his family. The provider and case manager agree to check with his friends at day program and their family who may be willing to rideshare.

- **Technology:** Jim has a smart phone and would be comfortable using apps like Uber and Lyft. During the discussion the team identified that Jim does not have enough financial resources for these to be a viable option. The team noted that Jim does like this idea so they will continue to consider this as an option in the future as Jim moves towards accessing competitive employment.

- **Community:** Public transportation – Jim can continue to use public transportation to go other places but for now he cannot use it to attend his day program until they enter into tier three.

- **Eligibility Specific:** Waiver services – Fac Hab, CHIO & CMGT Lastly, the team discusses the hours he would normally go to day program or utilize CHIO. It was discussed that Jim could add transportation to his plan but he would not be able to utilize the full hours of either day services or CHIO he was used to.
Jim’s Decision

After going through all the possible options Jim decided going back to day services was important to him and he was willing to use some of his CHIO hours to be converted to transportation during the tier one and two of re-opening of his day program.

He expressed that once the day program enters tier three and they allow for public transportation he would like his CHIO hours returned and no longer use waiver transportation services. The team also agreed to work to identify a potential rideshare situation for Jim to consider.

His case manager updated his CCB and will continue to follow up with Jim and his day service provider to see how his transition back into day services is going and when he could go back to utilizing Indy Go for his transportation needs.
Meet Jason

Jason is a 26yr old man who lives in a supervised group living home with 5 other residents. Jason has a close relationship with his mom and sister. Prior to COVID-19 Jason’s mom would come to the group home regularly for visits where all the residents enjoyed spending time with her. Jason would also do home visits every other weekend where a staff member would accompany him.

When the pandemic began and Governor Holcomb issued the public health emergency Jason’s group home provider issued visitor restrictions and stay at home orders in line with the requirements and recommendations made at that time.

Jason’s mother and sister continued to stay in contact with him by doing video chats and phone calls. These went well but Jason’s anxiety continued to increase as the weeks passed and he expressed frequently that he missed his mom.
Jason Wants a Visit

As Indiana has moved off of the stay at home order and through Governor Holcomb’s Back on Track plan Jason’s mother requested to start having in person visits with Jason again. She and the group home provider worked out a plan to do window visits which worked well but Jason continued to show signs of anxiety and sadness because of missing his mom. Jason asked repeatedly to go to his mom’s home.

Jason’s mother has requested to move to in person visits. The group home provider policies still prohibit in person visits and the provider has expressed concerns that in person visits put the other members in the home at risk. The team met and began discussing how an in person visit could be done safely.

The team used information from the following resources to develop a plan that is specific to the needs of Jason and the other members in the home.
BDDS Guidance for Providers

What It Says? Outlines information to consider when determining visitor restrictions in ICF/IDD and other congregate settings. This guidance is intended to empower providers to make decisions based upon the needs and circumstances of the individuals living setting and avoids the application of blanket restrictions that may be overly broad and restrictive. Highlights that assist in this discussion include

- Jason’s expressed desire for visits with mom and the impact on his mental health
- Consideration if individuals in the home are in the CDC’s high risk category
- Consideration of any active COVID-19 cases by staff and residents

How Jason’s Team Applied the Information? Through these discussions the team acknowledges that Jason is missing his mom, is having a difficult time understanding why he can’t see her and appears to be sadder as the weeks go on. It is also determined that Jason and the other residents do not fall within the CDC’s high risk category. No staff member or resident has been exposed or infected with the virus. Further mom and sister have shown no signs of the virus, have not been exposed and have no history of having the virus since the pandemic began.
Governor Holcomb’s Back on Track Plan

What It Says? Outlines the current stages of reopening with recommendations and any restrictions. Highlights that assist in this discussion include

– Stage 4: June 12th - July 3rd which include recommendations for wearing face coverings and practicing of CDC’s social distancing guidelines.
– Stage 4 includes the allowance of outdoor visitation at assisted living facilities and nursing homes
– Stage 5: July 4th and beyond includes the same recommendations as stage 4 that were considered.

How Jason’s Team Applied the Information? Through these discussions it is acknowledged that while group homes are not assisted living facilities or nursing homes, group homes have followed those recommendations due to some of the similarities in the structure of the settings. In these settings outdoor visitations are permitted. Jason’s mom has stated that she understands not coming into the group home for a visit but would like an outdoor at her home. Provider is concerned that due to Jason’s routine orientated personality he will want to go inside of mom’s home during the visit.
The Center for Disease Control Prevention

What It Says? Has multiple resources available that are helpful during this discussion. This includes the Guidance for Group Homes for Individuals with Disabilities, Guidance for Shared or Congregate Housing, and recommendations provided on the Prevent Getting Sick and People with Developmental and Behavioral Disorders pages. Highlights that assist in this discussion include

- Proper ways to clean and disinfect both the group home and mom’s home
- Recommendations on face covers, social distancing and hand washing
- Ways to manage Jason’s stress and anxiety
- Using strategies such as social stories, modeling and positive reinforcement
- Screening of residents, staff and volunteers
- Limitations of non-essential visitors
Adhering to CDC Recommendations

How Jason’s Team Applied the Information? Through these discussions mom has stated that she would:

- have a number of outdoor activities that Jason enjoys in an attempt to encourage him to stay outside and only enter the home if he needs to use the restroom.
- disinfect the entire home
- be the only person at the home
- adhere to social distancing
- wear a face mask
- wash her hands and use hand sanitizer before the visit
- allow staff to take her temperature upon arrival.

In addition: The team discussed that Jason refuses to wear a face mask therefore they would try to get him to wear a hat with a face shield for short periods of time.

The staff stated that they would use social stories and modeling to encourage use of the face shield as well as to reinforce social distancing.

The team discussed that if during the visit Jason begins to not follow social distancing recommendations he would be redirected by engaging in a preferred activity such as the water sprinkler.

The team would encourage Jason to use hand sanitizer at the end of the visit and upon arrival back to the home they would help Jason wash his hands with soap and water and put on fresh clothes before interacting with other members of the home. The staff would also disinfect any surfaces that Jason touched upon entry to the home prior to washing his hands and changing his clothes.
What It Says? The Indiana State Department of Health has issued recommendations for essential family caregivers in long-term care facilities in recognition that family members are critical partners in the ongoing care of physical and emotional support of persons living in long term care facilities. Highlights that assist in the discussion include:

- Recommendation to consider designating a family member as essential family caregivers whose family member prior to visitor restrictions were regularly engaged with resident
- Recommendations for social distancing, face masks and negative COVID-19 tests.

How Jason’s Team Applied the Information? The team acknowledges that mom was an active member in Jason’s life. Mom is willing to be tested for COVID-19. The team supplies mom with information on testing sites in her area. By working through all the information available and being person centered the team has been able to develop a plan for face to face visits that is safe and takes all the necessary precautions.
Precautionary Measure vs Restrictive Measure

“If the residential provider is still implementing a stay at home order does that need to be added as a restrictive measure on a BSP at this point?”
New Self-Advocates of Indiana COVID-19 Resources

I have the right to ...

- a safe living environment
- my health information
- wear a mask or face shield
- maintain my relationships
- make my own staffing decisions
- full access of my home
- go outside
- communication
- file a complaint without interference, pressure, coercion, or retaliation if I believe a provider has acted inappropriately
- work with my provider to create solutions that benefit everyone

SAI YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC38B8eH0jPCa_9SKx42F4oQ

Nothing About Us Without Us
New Self-Advocate & Family COVID-19 Resources

- Available this week on the DDRS COVID-19 Resource page
Please Be Sure to Sign-In

1.) Look for the Q&A box on the right side of the screen.

2.) Under the Featured list, look for the link to the sign-in sheet.

3.) Select the link, fill-in the form, and click complete.
General Updates and Information Delivery of HCBS in Acute Care Hospitals

• In accordance with the recent amendment to Section 1902(h) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(h)), states’ Medicaid programs are permitted to provide Home and Community Based Services to individuals in acute care hospitals.

• To implement this change, BDDS is publishing guidance applicable for individuals receiving BDDS waiver services who are seeking treatment in an acute care hospital setting for inpatient medical care or other related services for surgery, acute medical conditions, or injuries.

• This guidance DOES NOT apply to individuals who require long term care in a facility based setting.
General Updates and Information

Delivery of HCBS in Acute Care Hospitals

• Individuals may receive HCBS from their direct support professional or other support staff like behavior management or music therapy provider while receiving medical care and treatment in an acute care hospital so long as the following conditions exist:
  – the waiver service is accurately **documented in the Person Centered Individualized Support Plan (PCISP)**;
  – the waiver service provided **meets the need(s) of the individual that are not met through the provision of hospital services**;
  – the waiver service is being **provided to ensure a smooth transition** between the acute care settings and home and community-based setting and preserve the individual’s functional abilities.

• HCBS may not be utilized as a substitute for services that the hospital is obligated to provide through its conditions of participation or under Federal or State law, or under another applicable requirement.
General Updates and Information
Delivery of HCBS in Acute Care Hospitals

• Case managers are required to document in the case notes when an individual receives acute medical care. The case manager must ensure the waiver service is identified in the PCISP and the following must be included in the case note:
  – what waiver service(s) will be provided during the acute hospital stay,
  – description of how the waiver services will assist in returning to the community and preserve individual’s functional abilities,
  – coordination and communication activities among individualized support team members,
  – anticipated length of acute hospital stay, and
  – anticipated frequency and duration of the waiver service.

• Case managers should not interrupt or terminate an individual’s waiver due to an acute hospital admission or stay.
General Updates and Information

Delivery of HCBS in Acute Care Hospitals

• Case managers may update the individual’s plan within waiver rules and service limitations as needed to accommodate for acute hospital stays.

• Individuals receiving services on the CIH waiver who may need additional supports while receiving care in an acute care hospital setting may submit a budget modification request that documents the need for increased supports, the anticipated length of temporary supports needed, and the availability of staff to provide the support.
General Updates and Information Delivery of HCBS in Acute Care Hospitals

- Parent(s) and legal guardians of adults who are employed as the individual’s direct support professional may continue to provide the waiver service while the individual is receiving care and treatment in the acute care hospital setting up to the current approved number of hours that exists with the current service plan at the time of hospitalization.

- All FSW and CIH waiver rules and service limitations still apply (i.e. 40 hour rule, incident reporting guidelines, etc.).
Quality Vendor Transition Update

- Go live is today – July 1st!
- Key procedures such as incident report processing, compliant investigations, and mortality reviews will essentially remain the same.
  - However, the current morality review system, “Clarity,” was developed by Advocare and will no longer be active due to this transition. Liberty will temporarily use email with attached forms to capture and conduct morality reviews. Once LibertyTraks launches, all mortality review processes will be conducted in the provider portal.
  - An online complaint form will still be utilized and is the prime mode to file a complaint.
  - For incident management, only change is personnel who will be sending emails.
- Case Record Reviews will continue but will be conducted by state staff rather than Liberty.
Quality Vendor Transition Update

• Two current processes, Compliance Evaluation Review Tool (CERT) and Data Driven Review, have been discontinued.
• Liberty is currently working with BDDS/BQIS and content experts to thoughtfully develop a comprehensive training plan that providers and other key stakeholders have expressed interest in.
• Provider Monitoring will shift from an audit of regulatory and policy compliance to a person-centered review that includes an evaluation of the quality of services being delivered.
  – The Charting the LifeCourse Framework serves as the foundation for this Quality Onsite Provider Review (QOPR) and is being developed with stakeholders.
  – The QOPR ties to the CMS Quality Framework and provider compliance requirements.
  – The QOPR will include interviews with individuals and their families, observations, and review of outcome data.
Day Service Sustainability Grants

Updates

• The application period for the initial grant cycle closed on June 26th. BDDS received 69 applications.
• BDDS is currently determining grant amounts based on historical claims and applications received.
• Providers will receive information this week confirming whether their application is approved and at what amount.
• BDDS will be submitting the claim file for all approved grants to Roeing for payment through PeopleSoft.
• The second grant cycle will be open beginning on Monday, July 6th through Friday, July 17th.
Waiver Renewal: Overview of Changes

• FS & CIH waiver renewals are effective July 16, 2020
• Providers are encouraged to understand the changes and additions to both CIH and FSW in order to ensure capacity for service delivery
  – Please follow normal procedure to add services
• Waiver Fact Sheet for Case Managers and Providers will be available later today
  – A fact sheet will also be available for families
Reminder: EVV is Coming!
• The Next BDDS Meeting for Case Managers and Providers is scheduled for July 15th from 3:30 pm - 4:30 pm EDT

• Information on how to access the meeting will be sent via DDRS Announcement.

• BDDS / BQIS Questions: BQIS.Help@fssa.in.gov
1.) Look for the Q&A box on the right side of the screen.

2.) Under the Featured list, look for the link to the sign-in sheet.

3.) Select the link, fill-in the form, and click complete.